Name: FIS-Patriots-Pride-Star
Collection: Forever In Stitches

Name: Blooming Elegance Panto
Collection: Hillbrook Studio

Name: Christmas Holly Block 1
Collection: Hillbrook Studio

Name: Feather Elegance Block 1
Collection: Hillbrook Studio

Name: Mixed Floral Wreath 2
Collection: Hillbrook Studio

Name: Pointsettia Panto
Collection: Hillbrook Studio

Name: Renaissance Flower Border
Collection: Hillbrook Studio

Name: Simply Roses Panto
Collection: Hillbrook Studio

Name: Soccer Flames Panto
Collection: Hillbrook Studio

Name: Sofia's Flower Block 1
Collection: Hillbrook Studio

Name: Tole Painted Heart Block
Collection: Hillbrook Studio

Name: FourthOfJuly_01
Collection: Irena Bluhm

Name: GatheringWings_01
Collection: Irena Bluhm

Name: HeartsInFlight_01
Collection: Irena Bluhm

Name: JustForYou_01
Collection: Irena Bluhm

Name: PeacockDance_01
Collection: Irena Bluhm

Name: SS American Beauty
Collection: Jelly Bean Quilter

Name: SS Peacock Iris Blossoms
Collection: Jelly Bean Quilter

Name: SS-Candle I
Collection: Jelly Bean Quilter

Name: SS-Honeymooners
Collection: Jelly Bean Quilter
Name: SS-Seasons Greeting  
Collection: Jelly Bean Quilter

Name: Chevron Jacquard E2E  
Collection: Joyce Lundrigan

Name: CrosshatchTriangle 8 X 4 P2P  
Collection: Joyce Lundrigan

Name: Delectable Mt 1 X 4 P2P  
Collection: Joyce Lundrigan

Name: Echo Wave P2P 10 inch  
Collection: Joyce Lundrigan

Name: Half Hex P2P Loops  
Collection: Joyce Lundrigan

Name: Half Hex P2P Snowflake  
Collection: Joyce Lundrigan

Name: Meander P2P HST  
Collection: Joyce Lundrigan

Name: Meander P2P HST Rev  
Collection: Joyce Lundrigan

Name: Ribbon Star P2P Triangle  
Collection: Joyce Lundrigan

Name: Sm Feather P2P Half HST  
Collection: Joyce Lundrigan

Name: Sm Feather P2P Half HST Rev  
Collection: Joyce Lundrigan

Name: Three Tours Chevron Star  
Collection: Joyce Lundrigan

Name: Three Tours Chevron Star P2P  
Collection: Joyce Lundrigan

Name: Three Tours Honor Ribbon  
Collection: Joyce Lundrigan

Name: Three Tours Valor Ribbon  
Collection: Joyce Lundrigan

Name: Three Tours Wavy Star Stripe  
Collection: Joyce Lundrigan

Name: Three Tours Wavy Stripe E2E  
Collection: Joyce Lundrigan

Name: Bubble Big Small BCOR  
Collection: Judith Kraker

Name: Bubble Big Small BDR  
Collection: Judith Kraker
Name: JBKGACurvedCrosshatchP2P3
Collection: Jukebox Quilts

Name: JBKGAMarinersCompass
Collection: Jukebox Quilts

Name: JBKGAPebbleP2P
Collection: Jukebox Quilts

Name: JBNMBlock1Deco
Collection: Jukebox Quilts

Name: JBNMBlock4DecoP2P
Collection: Jukebox Quilts

Name: JBNMModernFlowerBorderP2P
Collection: Jukebox Quilts

Name: JBNMModernFlowersBlock
Collection: Jukebox Quilts

Name: JBSR Western Swing Block
Collection: Jukebox Quilts

Name: JBSR Western Swing Border
Collection: Jukebox Quilts

Name: 2easy12
Collection: K Emmerson

Name: 2easy18
Collection: K Emmerson

Name: baroque hearts
Collection: K Emmerson

Name: feathered shell alternating
Collection: K Emmerson

Name: hawthorn
Collection: K Emmerson

Name: jacobeans
Collection: K Emmerson

Name: japonica
Collection: K Emmerson

Name: kaleidoscope 56
Collection: K Emmerson

Name: kaleidoscope 8
Collection: K Emmerson
Name: peasant corner  
Collection: K Emmerson

Name: peasant p2p  
Collection: K Emmerson

Name: simply feathers 6  
Collection: K Emmerson

Name: Big Boy Toys e2e  
Collection: Karen Farnsworth

Name: Giraffe Hide repeatable block  
Collection: Karen Farnsworth

Name: Horse Heads e2e  
Collection: Karen Farnsworth

Name: Kerry’s Feather p2p  
Collection: Karen Farnsworth

Name: Leaves e2e  
Collection: Karen Farnsworth

Name: Maple Leaf e2e  
Collection: Karen Farnsworth

Name: Monkeys e2e  
Collection: Karen Farnsworth

Name: Random e2e  
Collection: Karen Farnsworth

Name: Rose e2e  
Collection: Karen Farnsworth

Name: Rose Meander e2e  
Collection: Karen Farnsworth

Name: Rose Motif  
Collection: Karen Farnsworth

Name: Scratch Modern e2e  
Collection: Karen Farnsworth

Name: Simply Feathered Border Cor- 
Collection: Karen Farnsworth

Name: Simply Feathered e2e  
Collection: Karen Farnsworth

Name: Star Spangled Banner  
Collection: Karen Farnsworth

Name: Star Spangled Banner Block  
Collection: Karen Farnsworth

Name: Star Spangled Banner Corner  
Collection: Karen Farnsworth
Name: greek block 3  
Collection: Kim Diamond

Name: greek block 3 center  
Collection: Kim Diamond

Name: greek block 4  
Collection: Kim Diamond

Name: greek block 5  
Collection: Kim Diamond

Name: greek border 1  
Collection: Kim Diamond

Name: greek corner 1  
Collection: Kim Diamond

Name: greek lonestar blade  
Collection: Kim Diamond

Name: greek pano  
Collection: Kim Diamond

Name: greek sash 1  
Collection: Kim Diamond

Name: greek tr 1  
Collection: Kim Diamond

Name: greek triangle 1  
Collection: Kim Diamond

Name: julie irish chain 1  
Collection: Kim Diamond

Name: leaf border  
Collection: Kim Diamond

Name: p2p curve 020  
Collection: Kim Diamond

Name: paisley simple  
Collection: Kim Diamond

Name: ribbon frame 1  
Collection: Kim Diamond

Name: the copeland p2p  
Collection: Kim Diamond

Name: 104_Evergreen_tree_border  
Collection: Legacy Quilting

Name: 137_Pinwheel  
Collection: Legacy Quilting

Name: 1427A_Hatch_Border_2  
Collection: Legacy Quilting
- **Name**: 1454_Circles
  **Collection**: Legacy Quilting

- **Name**: 1458_Grapes_and_Leaves
  **Collection**: Legacy Quilting

- **Name**: 1545_Star
  **Collection**: Legacy Quilting

- **Name**: 1714_Dog
  **Collection**: Legacy Quilting

- **Name**: 1780_Fancy_Tri-Leaf_Border
  **Collection**: Legacy Quilting

- **Name**: 1780A_Fancy_Tri_Leaf_Corner
  **Collection**: Legacy Quilting

- **Name**: 1869_Cherub
  **Collection**: Legacy Quilting

- **Name**: 2041_Loop_to_Loop
  **Collection**: Legacy Quilting

- **Name**: 2041A_Loop_to_Loop_Sashing
  **Collection**: Legacy Quilting

- **Name**: 278_Americas_Pride_Panel_1
  **Collection**: Legacy Quilting

- **Name**: 279_Americas_Pride_Panel_2
  **Collection**: Legacy Quilting

- **Name**: 280_Americas_Pride_panel_3
  **Collection**: Legacy Quilting

- **Name**: 281_Americas_Pride_panel_4
  **Collection**: Legacy Quilting

- **Name**: 430_Infinite_Feathers_pg_89
  **Collection**: Legacy Quilting

- **Name**: 698_Shell_Border
  **Collection**: Legacy Quilting

- **Name**: 855_Japanese_Crest
  **Collection**: Legacy Quilting

- **Name**: 993_Finite
  **Collection**: Legacy Quilting

- **Name**: 996_The_Bow
  **Collection**: Legacy Quilting

- **Name**: GQS-01 Baby Curls
  **Collection**: Linda Taylor

- **Name**: GQS-01 Stars and Loops
  **Collection**: Linda Taylor
Name: GQS-02 Feather Flower Border
Collection: Linda Taylor

Name: GQS-02 Feather Flower Overall
Collection: Linda Taylor

Name: GQS-02a Feather Flower Block
Collection: Linda Taylor

Name: GQS-02b Feather Flower Corner
Collection: Linda Taylor

Name: GQS-03 Feather Border
Collection: Linda Taylor

Name: GQS-03 Feather Corner
Collection: Linda Taylor

Name: GQS-03 Simple Feather Mean-
Collection: Linda Taylor

Name: GQS-05 Feather Meandering
Collection: Linda Taylor

Name: GQS-05 Inside Out
Collection: Linda Taylor

Name: angel LonePine
Collection: Lone Pine Quilting

Name: butterflyskybrdrsm
Collection: Lone Pine Quilting

Name: butterflyskys
Collection: Lone Pine Quilting

Name: butterflyskysbrdr
Collection: Lone Pine Quilting

Name: butterflyskysconr
Collection: Lone Pine Quilting

Name: CactusField
Collection: Lone Pine Quilting

Name: CircleEyes
Collection: Lone Pine Quilting

Name: CoffeeCups
Collection: Lone Pine Quilting

Name: DolphinOne
Collection: Lone Pine Quilting

Name: DolphinSqr
Collection: Lone Pine Quilting

Name: DolphinTri
Collection: Lone Pine Quilting
Name: daisy flower border 2
Collection: Statler Stitcher

Name: daisy flower sash
Collection: Statler Stitcher

Name: diamond flower
Collection: Statler Stitcher

Name: dinosaur 1
Collection: Statler Stitcher

Name: dinosaur 1 border
Collection: Statler Stitcher

Name: dinosaur 1 and2 border
Collection: Statler Stitcher

Name: dinosaur 2
Collection: Statler Stitcher

Name: dinosaur 2 border
Collection: Statler Stitcher

Name: dinosaur 3
Collection: Statler Stitcher

Name: dinosaur 4
Collection: Statler Stitcher

Name: dinosaur 5
Collection: Statler Stitcher

Name: dinosaur 6
Collection: Statler Stitcher

Name: dinosaur 7
Collection: Statler Stitcher

Name: donkey
Collection: Statler Stitcher

Name: double loops
Collection: Statler Stitcher

Name: double loops 1
Collection: Statler Stitcher

Name: double loops 3
Collection: Statler Stitcher

Name: dove
Collection: Statler Stitcher

Name: dove 2 with circle
Collection: Statler Stitcher

Name: dove 4 with circle
Collection: Statler Stitcher
Name: feather sash 1
Collection: Statler Stitcher

Name: feather sash 2
Collection: Statler Stitcher

Name: feather swag
Collection: Statler Stitcher

Name: feather swag double
Collection: Statler Stitcher

Name: feather wreath 1
Collection: Statler Stitcher

Name: feather wreath 2
Collection: Statler Stitcher

Name: feather wreath half
Collection: Statler Stitcher

Name: feather wreath square
Collection: Statler Stitcher

Name: feather wreath tri
Collection: Statler Stitcher

Name: feather wreath triple
Collection: Statler Stitcher

Name: fish
Collection: Statler Stitcher

Name: fish 1
Collection: Statler Stitcher

Name: fleur flower
Collection: Statler Stitcher

Name: fleur flower tri
Collection: Statler Stitcher

Name: flourish
Collection: Statler Stitcher

Name: flourish half
Collection: Statler Stitcher

Name: flower block 1
Collection: Statler Stitcher

Name: flower block 1 half
Collection: Statler Stitcher

Name: flower block 1 qtr
Collection: Statler Stitcher

Name: flower block 2
Collection: Statler Stitcher
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name: jk fanciful fluer block5</th>
<th>Name: jk fanciful fluer block6</th>
<th>Name: jk fanciful fluer border corner</th>
<th>Name: jk fanciful fluer diamond</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collection: The Quilters Quilter</td>
<td>Collection: The Quilters Quilter</td>
<td>Collection: The Quilters Quilter</td>
<td>Collection: The Quilters Quilter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name: jk fanciful fluer frame</th>
<th>Name: jk p2p fanciful fluer border</th>
<th>Name: jk p2p fanciful fluer edge triangle</th>
<th>Name: jk p2p fanciful fluer flying</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collection: The Quilters Quilter</td>
<td>Collection: The Quilters Quilter</td>
<td>Collection: The Quilters Quilter</td>
<td>Collection: The Quilters Quilter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name: jk p2p fanciful fluer flying</th>
<th>Name: jk p2p fanciful fluer half diamond</th>
<th>Name: jk p2p fanciful fluer small triangle</th>
<th>Name: little pretty wholecloth block</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collection: The Quilters Quilter</td>
<td>Collection: The Quilters Quilter</td>
<td>Collection: The Quilters Quilter</td>
<td>Collection: The Quilters Quilter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name: Little pretty wholecloth border</th>
<th>Name: little pretty wholecloth corner</th>
<th>Name: Cactus (2 offset rows=12 inch)</th>
<th>Name: Elegant Hearts (2 offset rows=8)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collection: The Quilters Quilter</td>
<td>Collection: The Quilters Quilter</td>
<td>Collection: Timeless Quilting</td>
<td>Collection: Timeless Quilting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name: Fancy Free (10 inch)</th>
<th>Name: Feathered Garden 2 (8 inch)</th>
<th>Name: Feathered Garden 4 (10 inch)</th>
<th>Name: Floral Chain (12 inch)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collection: Timeless Quilting</td>
<td>Collection: Timeless Quilting</td>
<td>Collection: Timeless Quilting</td>
<td>Collection: Timeless Quilting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Name: Hydrangeas (13 inch)  
Collection: Timeless Quilting

Name: Jazz Music (8 inch)  
Collection: Timeless Quilting

Name: Just Leaves (10 inch)  
Collection: Timeless Quilting

Name: Just Leaves (6 inch)  
Collection: Timeless Quilting

Name: Mirror Image (9 inch)  
Collection: Timeless Quilting

Name: Peapods (2 offset rows=12)  
Collection: Timeless Quilting

Name: Sunflowers (10 inch)  
Collection: Timeless Quilting

Name: Windbreak (2 offset rows=14)  
Collection: Timeless Quilting

Name: dragonflies  
Collection: Vickie Malaski

Name: fancy fish  
Collection: Vickie Malaski

Name: fancy fish block 1  
Collection: Vickie Malaski

Name: fancy fish block 2  
Collection: Vickie Malaski

Name: football  
Collection: Vickie Malaski

Name: lasso  
Collection: Vickie Malaski

Name: qov eagle  
Collection: Vickie Malaski

Name: qov large triangle  
Collection: Vickie Malaski

Name: qov small triangle  
Collection: Vickie Malaski

Name: soccer  
Collection: Vickie Malaski

Name: sombreros  
Collection: Vickie Malaski

Name: st pattys day  
Collection: Vickie Malaski
Name: star spangled block
Collection: Vickie Malaski

Name: thank you sashing
Collection: Vickie Malaski